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INTRODUCTION 

. It is mw intention in this work, not to constrast the thomistic CO& 

cept of prudence with that of any- other, but rather to give only what Saint 

'Thomas himse~ teaches. For it' St. Thomas is understood, the teaching of 

the Church becomes simultaneously-clear. This presentation of St. Thomas' , 

doctrine will be handled in outline form so as to give a clearer approach 

to: this most important virtue, prudence. 

All citations will accordingly be from Saint Thomas' Summa Theologi

ae, prima and secunda. secundae.' And in the thesis itself, what is not dir

ectly from st. Thomas, is basically his thought either in summar;r or para

,phrase. 

It is nw hope that this treatment of p'rudence will make the virtue 

a little more clear~ and henc~ the more des~red. This will, not in the 

greatest stretch of the imagination, certainly not be a thorough expose of 

the virtue of prudence. However, I hope it will enkindle or keep alive a 

desire to go directly to St. Thomas. For his presentation makes all truth 

easier to grasp; and his clear concise logic gives to the pursuit of know

ledge a positive sense of achievment • 

••••With all thy possession purchase prudence. 
Take hold on her and she shall exalt thee: thou 
shalt be glorified by her when thou shall embrace 
her•••••••••••••Proverbs, chapter 4, verses 7-8. 



1. 

CONCERNING VIRTUES .AS TO THEIR ESSEiIJCE 

Human virtue is a good operative habit. Habit,because man's' human 

pOHers, intellect and 'tvi-1l are tended t01-1aI'd universals (truth and good) 

and must be determined to particular good acts qy habits. 

The rational pOvlers, vThich are proper to man, are not determined 
to one particular action, but are inclined indifferently to many; 
and they are determinate to acts by means of habits. Therefore 
human virtues are habits. 1. 

Human v±FGue is operative because it is a perfection, and perfect

ion implies operation. 

NOH man is so constituted that the body holds the place of matt
er, the soul that of form. T'.ae body indeed, man has in common 
1-lith all other animals ••• only those forces Hhich are proper to 
the soul, na,mely the rational forces, belong to rr.a.l1 alone. And 
therefore human virtue cannot belong to the body, but belongs to 
that uhich is proper to the soul. l,r.aerefore human virtue does 
not have reference to being but to act. . Consequently it is essen
tial to human virtue to be an operative habit. 2. 

Goodness is also essential to human virtUE, because it is a perfect

ion of a pmrer. And povrer1s limitation must need be good for evil implies 

defect not ~. 

Virtue is defined as a Itgood quaJ..i ty of the mind qy uhich 1'le live 

rightly or righteously, of \'111ich no one can make bad use, 'toJ'hich God vTOrks in 

us vJiyhout us. II This definition is mosr suitable for it comPrises all the 

four causes of virtue. 

The forme~ cause of virtue, as of evel~illg, is gathered from its 
genus and difference, when it is defined as's: good quality: for 
quality is the genus of virtue, and the difference, good. But the 
definition Hould be more suitable if for quality vIe substitute !!s
bit, which is the proximate genus. 

NotV' virtue has no matter out of 1-Thich it. U;; f'~, as neither 
has any other accident;: but it has matter[.:about.~ which it is con
cerned, arid matter in ,\-1hich it exists, namely the subject. 



2. 

The matter about 'I.V'J:l.ich virtue is concerned is its object, and this 
could be included in the above definition, because the object fixes 
the v:i.J:rbue to a. certain species, and her e 'I.-Te are giving the defini
tion of virtue in general. And so for the material ~ 'I.va have the 
subject, 'I.'1hich is 'mentioned when we say that virtue is a good ~
~ of the mind. 

The en~·tue, since it is au opel""ative 11S.bit, is operation. 
Bllt it must be obse.rved, that some operative habit,s are refered to 
as vicious habits because they have reference to evi-1: others are 
sometLmes refered to good, sometimes to e~-1; for 11lstance opinion 
is refered to both the true and the ontrue: \'1hereas virtue is aha
bit vrllich is always refered to the good: alld' so the distinction of 
~~ue from those habits rrllich are alvnlYs referred to evil, is ex
presseci. in the Hords h:! 1-~l'icll l!§. live. l'igllt.ep1J.S~: and lits distinc~ 
tion from those habits vThich are sometimes referred to good, some
tbes to evi-1 in the 'tiords, of 1!J1:hgp" ;t1Q. ~ Il2flJ;:E?1! had 11§!'~. 

Lastly God is the efficient cause of a.:u infused virtue, to v1hich 
this'definition applies; aI'..d this is e:ls:pressec1 in t.lle words ~ 
9.25l. ~ E :!:l§. 't.rl:thoy.]':!2£. If 1..1e omit this phrase, the rarnainder 
of the def:tn..i.tion l-r.:i]1 apply to ~JJ_ v:ttues :l:'l general, 'Hhether ac
qUired or infUsed. 3. 

As'regards the good used in the definition of virtue, 8t, Thomas~ 

differentiates bet'VTeen the tr10 types of good. 

Good't·1hich is. put in the definition of virtue, is not the good 
in general 'I.mch is convertable '\<1ith being, and ilrhich extends fur
ther than qualit.y, but the good as fixed Qy reason, 1'1ith regard to 
1.<lhich Dionysius: says; t that the good of the soul is to be on accord 
l.'1ith reason t (Divine Names, IV). 4 . 

In reference to the fact. tl1ai~ 110 one can mak:e bad use of a:rry virtue , 

it seems:: in certain cases a virtue has been put to bad use. This is said in 

reference to the virtue concerned in so far as; one looks upon the virtue ex

ternally, ufor instance Qy having evil thoughts of a: virtue, i.e. b;y- hating, .. 

. or being proud of it: but one can1t make bad use of a virtue as a principle 

of action, so that an act of virtue: be evil .. 11 5 



CONCERNING THE nllTELLF.GTUAL, AND MORAL VTItTll"ES: 

The habits of the speculative intellect are virtues; because they' con 

fer an aptness for doing good, viz'. the consideration of truth, since tIlls is 

the good work of the llltellect. 

"Since habits of the speculative intellect do not effect the appetative 

part,nor effect it,in a.ny iro:y', but only the; intellective part; t,hey llla\1 ind

eed: be caJJ..ed virtues in so far as they confer an aptness for a', good workU 6. 

In regards: to the ?pecula.tive intellect there 8..7'9 three 1180bits, 'liTis':' 

dom, Science and Understanding. There are three because speculat:tvelY'vIe 

knO,"l.' truth in tt.l0 l'layS, in itself or tlu"ough some o.,w-er truth. If' in i tseli", 

it is'a princ~ple and proper to understanding. If through another, it llla\1 

be seen in viell of its proximate principles', a :b..abit vie't-Ted thus.....Tise is 

science. Or it may go beyond the proximate and seek an ultimate: explanation, 

a, habit in this vmy 't-Tould be vIisdom. 

Science depends upon uuderstanding':,as on a virtue of a higher de
gree: and both of these depend upon vTisdom, as obtaining the highest 
place, and containing beneath itself both understanding and science, 
by judging both of :the conclusions~:of science,and of the principles 
upon which they are based. 7. 

As man is man because of inteJJ_ect and l·Till so he has virtues prop

er to both. For uuderstanding, vIisdom, a..~, and science are only perfections 

of WBn1S intellect; they are not 06 themselves moral perfections. 

These moral and intellectiliaL;perfections or virtue s then, are distinct 

For knowledge certainly doesn1t produce moral good in us. If it did, then 

whenever vIe Hould Irnow'What is ri~it would follm.r that He couldn1t do 101rong 

This is manifestly not the case. The moral virtues thus guide us rightly as 

http:pecula.ti


regards our choice of our knmTledge of good and evil. 

Accordin~ for a man to do a good deed, it is requisite not 
only that his reason be ~rell disposed by means of a habit of in
tellectual virtue;: but also that his appetite be l-Tell disposed 
by means of a habit of moral virtue. .And. so moral virtue differs 
fram intellectual virtue, even as the appetite differs from rea
son. Hence just as the appetite is the principle of human acts, 
in so far as it partakes of reason, so are moral l:J.abits::-are to be 
considered virtLtes in so far as they are in conformity "lith reason. S. 

Some vTOuld contest the division or distinction of virtue into the 

intellectual and moral. But this division is not only fitting but altogeth

er mandatory. Since theo~ human actions of man have as their basis the 

intellect or ldll or both. Thus the perfection of these faculties are just

).y- called intellectuaJ. and moral. There are some virtues however which are 

neither, such as. faith, hope, and cha.!'1l.ty. But these are superhuman virtues 

As virtue perfects ~ts~pecu1ative or nractical intellect 
in order thatbis de:/l! J.~1i.r.n be an intell~ctual v:3 ".tue: vrhere
as if it perfects his appetite it, "Till be a moral virtue. It 
follows therefore that eve~J human virtue is either intellectual 
or maral. 9. 

CONCERNING THE MEAN OF VIRTUE 

The good of the moral virtues consists in the conformity tilth the 

rule of reason and tllis is the mean they use, that of human reason. This 

mean of reason is the middle '{:ray betv1een excess and deficiency. 

The moral virtues derive their goodness from the rule of rea
son, '-lhile their matter consists in passions or operations.c):f 
therefore we compare moral virtue to reason, then, if He look at 
that '\omich it has of reason, it holds the position of one extreme 
viz. conformity; while excess and defect take the position of the 
other extreme, viz. deformity. But if '\ole consider moral virtue in 
respect of :1.ts matter, then it holds the position of mean, in so 
far as it makes passion conform to the rule of reason. 10. 

The mean of moral virtues are sometimes rational., real, or both. 
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mary' mean is a rational. mean if the mean of' reason is cOllSidered as that 

lmOO the reason puts into some particu1a.r matter, since morru. virtue ob

serves the mean throuhg the conformity 1ilith right reason. The rationaJ. mean 

is sometimes the real mean as in the case of justice. .And on the other band 

sometimes the rational mean is not the ~eaJ. mean but is considered in rela

tion to us, our beer capacity for example. 

The intellectual virtues also observe the mea...."l" The object of' the 

speculativa intellectual virtue is truth taken absolutely; this truth is 

apprehended by our intellect but is measured by things by Ttray of' cOllformi ty" 

This conformity is a certain mean. The tr1rbh of practical intellectual vir

tue, considered in relation to things', is by 'Hay of' that i'rhich measured. 

Thus both in the practicaJ. and speculative virtues of' the intellect, the mean 

consists in the conformity witil things. 

Accordingly the good of the speculative intellect consists in a 
cel~ta:i..n mean, by 'Hay of' conformity 'With -the things themselves, in 
so f'ar as the intelleut expresses them to be 'tmat they are, or as 
not being u'n.a;t they are not: and it is ill htis that the ~ture of' 
truth consists. -There will be excess if' something f'aJ.se is affirm
ed as though something i.rare, which in reaJ.ity is not: and there will 
be deficiency_if something is falsely denied, and declared not to be 
ii1hereas in reality it is.. 11. . 

PKLJDENCE .;i.j, .lUI' INTELLECTUAL OR HOR./U, VIRTUE, ? 

The intellec~uil habit of' art is certainly a virtue; f'or it perfects 

the intellect in knovIledge of' h01:1 to do things. And moreover it is a virtue 

in the same loray that speculative habits are in so far as both doult make good 

works as regards the use of' the habit, but only as, rega:rd,s the, aptness to 

work lorell. 

!~ot'1 what determines the Gtoodness of' the use of art is nrudence. a 



6. 


distillct vi-I'tue from art. For art is right reason about things to be made, 

and prudence is right reason ~ things .. ~ J2.s. done. 

lVhere the nature of virtue differs there is a different kind 
of virtue.. Not-l'some habits have the nature of virtua, through 
merely conferring the aptness for a good 1.J'ork: Vlhile some ha.bi ts 
are virtues, not only through conf'el'l"ing aptness for a· good i·rork 
but also through conferring the use. But art confers the mere apt
ness for a.good i-lork; since it does not regard the appetite; .where
as prudence confers not OI'l.Jy aptness for a good i-TOrk, but also the 
use;: for it regards the appetite, since it presupposes the rectitude 
thereof. 

The reaSon for the difference is that art is right reason about 
things to be made while prudence is right reason about things to be 
done. 

NO'!:T:making and doing diffe:;- in t.hat making is~ as action passing' 
into outward matter; whereas doing is an action abiding in the ag
ent.. Accordingly prudence stands in the same relation to these 
human actions••••Consequently it is requisite for prudence, which 
is right reason about things to be done, that man be well disposed 
-vdth regards t.o.:the end; and this. depends upon the rectitude of 
the appetite. l>Iherefore for prudence there is need of moral vi-I'
tue which rectifies the appetite. 12. 

Thus in order for right living,the need for prudence is easilyseen. 

For it deals with the l"ight tray of performing man! s human actions, his free 

acts. 

In virtue of all it contains,prude;nce is a very complex virtue. For 

there are ma.rw others subject to it, which wit.~out close scrutination might 

be taken for prudence itself.. The three principle..:virlues subject to pru

dence are counsel, as regards the speculative intellect, and judgement ani 

command as; rega...""<ls the practical intellect. These three are but helps or 

specific contributions to the virtue of prudence. 

11.1though the moral and intellectual virtues are distinct, as has 

been shm·m above, nevertheless they have various and important inter-rela

tionships.. Moral vir:hue is impossible \·dthaut oUr first having the intell 

lectuarr. virtues of understanding and prudence. For rudence is: thatv-virtue 
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7. 

by \-111ich our choice of means:; to'!.rard a goal is made, and prudence takes for 

granted understandin,g. The moral virtues can exist, however, inthaut the 

other intellectual virtues. 

l.foral virtues can be 'Without some of the intelleotual virtues 
viz. "Iisdbm, science, and art; but not ,·Iithout prudence and 1.Ulder";'· 
standing. Moral ~~tue cannot berr.i.thout prudence, because it is a. 
habit of chosing, i.e. making US choose 'Well. l-Tm-r for a' choice to 
be good ~10 things are necessar.1t. 1) that the inten~Gn be directed 
to a; due end; and this done by moral vi-rttle. 2) thai? :man take rightly 
those things "lhioh have reference to the end: and this cannot be 
done unless he reason, counsel, judge, and comm.and aright, "1hich is: 
the function of prudence and the v:i.rtt.la's annexed to it. "t-lherefore 
theree:C8ll be no moral vL-r-tue rIithout prudence and 1.Ulderstanding. 13. 

ConverselY of the intellectuaJ.,prudence and prudence .alone is: the 

ue "mch ,uannot existvIithout the moral virtues, beoause prudence de

nands a rightness of.' tdl1 or intention in every act~ And this correct atti;;:': 

or intention of the mind is proper to moral virtues because they perfect 

passions of man. 

other intellectual. virtues can but prudence cannot be without 
the moral virtues. '!he reason for this; is that prudence is right 
reason about things to be done(~ this not merely in general but 
also in particular). about i·lhichthings actions aJ."e .....in order that 
man be rightly disposed 'I.-1"J.th rega.r.d to paTticular principles of ac
tion, viz. the ends" he needs to be perfected by certain habits, 
i.fJ1ereby it becomes connatural, as it "Tere, to man to judge aright 
the end. This is done by the moral virtues:: for the virtuous man 
judges aright of the end of virtue itself, beoause such as roan is, 
such does the end seem to him. Consequently the right reason about 
things to be done viz. pru,dence, requires man to have moral -virtue. 14. 

Thus from 'VThat has been said above, it is manifestly clear that pru

is striotlv classed as an intellectual virtue, but dependent upon moral per.

fection. 

PRUDENCE AS A CARDINAL VIRTUE.., 

Before 't-Ie launch into the discussion as to prudence in'referenoe to 
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8. 

moral virtue, it might be best to clear up in our minds the f'act that pru':' 

dence 'is also p3:.acetJ. u.nder the title of' a moral virtue. For it is one of the 

cardinal viL~es. In this wise it will best to quote entirely an objection 

and its an51:Ter from question 5,8,article three of the Priril:i-Secundae. 

Objection: It would seem that ~,tue is not adequate~ di~ded 1n~o 
moral and intellectual vi...rtue. For prudence seems to be amean be~' 
tt-reen moral and intellectual vi:btue, since it is reckoned 'among the 
intellectual virtues ( Ehhic. vi. 3, 5 ); and again is placed by all ' 
among the four cardinal virtues, 't-m.ich are moral virtues •••Therefore 
virtue is not adequate~ divided among or into theint,el1ectual or 
moral virtues as though there were no mean betitTeen them. 
AnSi-Ter: Prudence is essentially an intellectual virtue. But con
sidered on the part of' its matter, it has something in common vrith 
the moral virtues: f'or it is right reason about things, to be done, 
It ,is in this sense that it is reckoned 't-l'ith the moral virtues. 15. 

'VIith this distinction we can more intelligently show hOv1 prudence 

deserves a place among the card.im.l virtues. The moral virtues are deserved

ly ca.1led principle or cardinal because they are most oerfect of' all. (2) 

types ,of human virtue. For they go f'arther than conferriDg the f'acrulty for 

doing i-Tell. th6'J actually cause the good to be done. F,or this reason~ al

though they are belol-T the intellectual vi...rtues as regards subject (for they 

perfect the passions while the intellectual ~tues perf'ect the intellect) 

they are above them as regards operation. 

The, possibility of' calling other virtues principle or cardi:na.l \vould 

a,;t'ise from the misunderstanding of the nature of the moral virtues. For a:ny 

good tIhich man does is basica.ll.y covered or ,contained by one of these virtue 

If',as vIas just said, any good man does springs from the cardinal vir 

tu.es, these virtues must necessa:rj;ly differ ~ because man can do more than on 

good thing. The principle cri~eria for distinction of' the various cardinal 

virtues are the powers which they perfect. Prudence and Justice are 



ed \-lith.the particular and social actions of man respective~~ and temperance 

and fortitude strengthen or perfect the concupiscible and irascible sense 

appetite of man. 

The cardinal virttws are often referred to as social, perfecting, 

perfect,and Exemplar vi...rtues. SociaJ.,in so far as they in man according to 

his nature, since man is a social animal by nature; Perfecting, since they 

pelong to man t-mO is on his 'Iva:y tovTard the Divine s~itude; Perfect,be

cause these are also the virtues of those lifno have attained the Divine simil

tude; Ex:amplar, because they may be considered as origina.lly existing in God, 

and'll1e attempt to come up to the Divine perfection. 

As has been said above, prudence is concerBed '\-lith the particular. 

actions of man. (indeed this is why it is listed among the moral virtues) 

That prudence is concerned about the particular acts of man, and hence is 

most necessary if man is to live a good life is clearly shorm by St. Thomas. 

Pl~dence is a virtue most necessary for hmman life. For a good 
life consists in good deeds. Now in order to do good deeds, it matt
ers not only what ar::ma.n does, but also how he does it; to wit, that 
he do it from right choice and not merely from impulse or passion. 
And since choice is about things in reference to the end!, rectitude 
of ohoioe requires t'110 things; namely, the due end, and something 
suitabiQI: .;>rdained to that due end. N01.>1 man is suitably directed to 
his due end. by a virtue "Thich perfects::.the.. soill in the appetative 
part, the object of wnich is the good and the end. And to that . 
'I·mich is suitably ordained to the due end man needs to be rightly 
disposed by a habit in his reason, because counsel an d choice v1Mch 
are about things ordered to the end, are acts of the reason. Con
sequently an intellectual virtue is needed in the reason, to per
fect the reason, and. to make::.it suitably affected to\.;ards things or
dained to the end; and this' virtue is prudence. Consequently pru
dence is a virtue necessary to lead a good life. 16. 

CONCER.NIlfG TH3 PARTS OF PRUDENCE IN GENEP..AL. 
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10. 

Just as·; there are three types of parts, integral, subjective or 10

gical, and potential,; so prudence can be divided accordingly. 
, 

Parts are of three kinds, namely, integral, as wall, roof l' and 
foundation are parts of a house; subjective, as ox and lion are 
partsofa.nimal;: and potential" as nutritive and sensitive pmrers 
ru....e parts of the soul. Accordint.;ly parts can be assigned to virtue 
in these three 1.zayS.. 17. 

As- regards integral parts, the things -vmich need to concur for the 

perfect act of a virtue~ there are eight. Five of these belong to prudence 

as d~ognitive virtue. namely,. memory, reasoning, understanding, docility, 

and. shrewdness. The others belong to prudence as commandfuJig-; and apPlying 

knowledge to .action., namely, foresight, circumspection.. and caution. 

The reasoni.'.for the division a.mo~ these eight is seen .from the 
.fact three things may be observed in reference to 10lov1ledge. In theIst. 
place kllOl.Tledge itsel.f! 'Which!!, if it is of the past~ is ea.lled mem
m:t, if o.f the present, "mether contingent or necessary, is called 
under§tanding or intelligence. Secondly,the acquiring of knot-Tledge 

. l.mich is caused either by teaching, to -Vfllich pertains docilitil;, or 
by discovery, and tIns belongs to shretrdness. Thirdly the use o.f 
10lowledge, in as much as 'I:1e proceed .from things kno't'm to knowledge 
.	or judgement of other things, and tIns belongs to reason. And the 
reason, in order to command aright, requires to have threeconditions 
First, to order that 1mch is befitting the end, and this belongs ,to 
.foresight; secondly, to attend to the circtunstanc9S of the matter in 
hand, and this belongs to circumspection; thidrly, to avoid objects, 
and this belongs to caution. 18. 

The subjective or logical parts o.f prudence are its various species. 

Thus:prudence "Thereby a man rules himself, and whereby a man rules a multi 

tude~ these in turn will be multiplied or subdivided according the multitude 

differs, eg. military, political, and domestic prudence. If prudence is con

sidered in. a;. 'Wider seuse as including also sneculative knOl·Fledge,. then its 

parts include dialectic, rhetoric, and physics according to three methods of 

prudence in the sciences. It may seem sttange to include these as parts of 
I 

prudence.~but St. Thomas clearl shows: 1.V'hy this is done. 



ll. 

The first of these ( the three "methods of prudence in the sCienyes) 
is the attaining of science by demonstration, "mch belongs to phy- " 
sics.(if·pb.,vsics"be understood to comPrise aJ.J. demonstrative sciences). 
The second method is to arrive at an opinion through probable prem
ises~, and this belongs to dialectics. The third method is to employ· 

- conjectures to i..'11duce a certain susnicion, or.-to nersuade some'!-1hat, 
and this belongs tb rhetoric. It may be said, hovrever!' that these ," '" 
three belong toprudence properly so called, since it argues sometimes 
from necessary premises, sometimes from probabilities, and sometimes 
from conjectures. 19. 

The potential parts ofa ,,-:irme are those virtues, uhich are certain 

ly virtues in the~elves, but which nevertheless are still furth~r directed 

to some more generic virtue. 

In this 'Hay the parts of prudence are: 1) good counsel. 2) syn
esis, tmich concerns judgement in ordinary occurence, and 3) gnome,. 
~rhich concerns judgement· in matters of exception to the lavI, i~e 
prudence concerns the chief act that of commandrhig. 20. 

CONCERNING T.tIE QUASI-INTEGRAL PARTS OF PRUDENCE." 

Prudence has regard for contingent matters, of action. and thusvdse i 

is guided by '-That happened in the majority of cases, becau;:!e lllee is conclud 

ed from like ( or prinCiples must be proportionate ti their conclusions ). 

For. this knot-rledge He ne.ed experience, and experience is the result of m.a.ny 

memories. Thus memory is apart of prudence. Because of i tsrole in prudenc 

St, Thomas gives four ways of perfecting the memory: make an UllUSal illustra

tion of vThat one i-dshes to remember, consider it, "rill to remember :tt,and 

reflect on it often. 

Understanding, as the correct e.stimate about some first self evident 

principle, is a part of prudence. For prudence is reason applied to action, 

and these first principles are necessary to reason. 

Understanding denotes here,not the,intellectL~power, but the 

ri ht estimate about some ll'ifuU rincinle Hhich is taken as e f



12. 

evident: thus we are said to understand the first principles of dem
onstrations. NOH every production of reason proceeds :rrom certain 
statements -vtaicil are tal\:en as primary: i,therefore every process of rea
soning must needs proceed from same understanding. Therefore since 
prtldence is right reason applied to action~ the \.J'hole process of pru
dence must needs have its source in understanding. Hence it is that 
understanding is reckoned as a part of prudence. 21. 

Prudence must be taught b,yothers or qy experience. 

As prudence is· concerned Hith particular matters of action~ and 
since such matters are of infinite variety. no one man can consider 
them all sufficiently; nor can this be done quickly. for it requires 
length of time. Hence in matters of prudence man stands in very 
great need of being taught by others. especially by old folk who 
have acquired· a sane understanding of the ends in practical matters. 22 

In either case, whether -taught qy experience or by man, man must needs be 

docile. For it is only by docilit,r that man is rendered capable of being 

taught a.n;ything. Thus docility is a part of prudence. 

As docUity enables maD to acquire congruity from another,· so shre't.ro. 

enables bLu to acquire congruity, or a right estimate, by himself. Hence 

prudence requires shreifdness as one of its parts, since prudence consists in 

a right estimate about matters of action. 

As the work of pBudence is to take good counsel, and since reason is 

necessary for good counsel, reason is rightly called a requisite or quasi-

integral part of p~lenc~, because it is needed for the perfection of pru

dence 

The virtue of prudence is properly about the means to an end, and its 

proper vrork is to set these means in due order to the end. Consequently, 

future contingent things ~ in so far as they are or can be directed by man to 

the end of human life, are the matter of 'prudence: and these things areim

plied in ~e word foresight~ so foresight is a part of prtldence. 

http:shre't.ro
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AccordinglY foresight is the principal of all the parts of prud
ence, since ~tever else is required for prudence, is necessary 
precisely that some particular thing might be directed to its end 
in the right manner. Hence it is that the very name of prudence is, 
taken from foresight (providentia). as from its principal part. 23. 

Circumspection,which compares the means -vtith the circumstances, in 

order to arrive at the right thing to be done, ('I-1hich evidently is the l.vork 

of prudence) is then a.,:part of prtldence. 

Just as it belongs to foresight to look on thllt lrThich is by its 
nature suitable to an end, so it belongs to circumspection to con
sider whether it is suitable to the end in vielrT of the circumstances. 
NOH each of these presents a difficulj;y of its olm, and therfore 
each is reckoned as a distinct part of prudence. 24. 

Finally,caution is a part of prudence. Because prudence is coneern

ed l·Iith contillgent matters of action, and here there is a mixture of good 

, and evil, thus prudence, as all mOl~al acts. , needs caution so that l...re may 

have such a grasp of the good as to avoid the evil. 

CONCERNING THE SUBJECTIVE :PJ\.RTS OF PRUDENCE. 

It is the purpose of prudence~ as "1ell as its function~ to gocern and 

command, so that lrmerever in human acts we find a special kind of governence 

and command!, there must be a special kind of prudence corresponding to these 

various acts of man. NOli it is evident that there is a special kind of g9V

erning in one vlho not only governs himself but also a city or' kingdom. So 

also there is a corresponding species, ,or subjective part, of prudence, i.e. 

regnative prudence. 

The philosopher names regnative prudence after the principal act 
of a king ,·,hich is to make Im.fs, and although this applies to other 
forms of govermnent, this is only in so far as they have 8; share of 
kingly gevernment. 25.> 



Although re~tive prudence is the highest of the species by -vThioh a 

multitude is governed, it 1.J'ould be incomplete i!d:lihout prudence on the part 

of those vTho obey. Because the subjects have a free 1-Till, a certain ree

titude of government is required in them, that they may direct themselves 

in obeying their superiors; and to this belongs the species of prudence 

which is called uolitical. 

A different aspect of the object d$versif±es the species of a 
habit. NoVI the same actions are considered by the king, but under 
a more general aspect~ as by his subjectswhm obey: since many obey 
one king ~1 various deuartments. Hence regnative prudence is com
pared to this: politicaJ. prudence of which i'Ie are speaking, as mast
er craft to handicraft. 26. 

Now' the household is a mean bett-Teen the individual and :jibe city or 

kingdom~ And as prudence governing the individual is distinct frompoli

tioal prudence, 130 must domestic. prudence be distinct from both. 

TIie commanding of a kingdom in reference to the common good could be 

said to be tt'Tofold, to goltern and protect. Things pertaining to the common 

good as regards governing belong to political prudence. It is only fitting 

therefore that things pertaining to the common good as regards protection 

from assailants belong to military prudence. Al.thuugh militmjl' prudence 

is the least among these four types of prudence, nevertheless in times of 

l.-ra:t'" and strife it can be said to be the greatest in so far as vJitp.out it 

the others would be in positive j eopa.:cror. Because milita.r;r prudence is· con

cerned 1v:Lth the right use of external things, some 't-iould place it as an art 

rather than a part of prudence. But because of iOGS reference to the common 

good militar,r·nrudence is rightly called such. 
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C0NCERl.iJING THE POTENTIAL. PARTS OF PRUDENCE. 

Vfuen a human act is made good:- this is done by means of a virtue,.. 

Since the taking of good counsel is connected vdth prudence and is preemi

nently an action of man.. g90d counseling or euboulia must be considered a hu 

man virtue 

Although connected 'W'ithprudence eubotuia i~ a seperate virtue in 

itself, as \·le have seen above.. But without prudence eu'bdfll~ COul+ot be .. 

For virtues are said to be different according to their acts, and since eu

botllia makes man take good counsel and I>rudence; makes man command 1-rell, they 

are distinct, but distinctJ.yrelated~ Since euboulia is directed to prudence 

as cotmsel is directed to command:, i'-e. to something principal, in this case 

to a principM virtue. 

Different actS ~ directed in different degrees to the one end 
which is :a good life in general: _for c01.Dlsel comes first, judgement 
follows!, and command comes last., The last named has an im.rnediate re
lation to the last eni: wheret:tS the other two acts are related there
to remotely'. Nevertheless these haVe certain proximate ends of their 
Q't.m.,- the end of. c01.Dlsel being the discove:t:7 of ,·mat has to be done, 
and the- end of j1ldgement, certain1iY,i Hence this proves not that eu
boulia is not a: distinct virtue from prudence, but that it is sub
ordinate thereto, as a secondary to a principal virtue .. 27. 

Synesis, right Judgement about particular practical matters, is as 

such a virtue akin to prudence. Since prudence also; has to do ,d~ right 

judgement about practical matters. Synesis and euboulia are then close1;r re 

lated to prudence, but at the same time are distinct virtues in themselves. 
I 

Becausevirtues dU'i'er ~s ,their acts do, and. good judgement and good counsel

ing, i.e .. synesist~ and euboulia's, respective acts differ. 

Just as synesis is the virtue of right judgement about particular 

practioal ~ters·, it would be fitting to. have another virtue as regards 
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right judgement in higher matters or principles. This virtue is called 

gnome. By reason of this virtue then man cali discriminate in his judgement 

and. thereby judge a greater number of things by his reason.. This gnome al

though a.part of prudence, is,just as synesis and euboulia, a separate vir 

tue in itself. 

It belongs to Divine Providence alone to consider all tfuings that 
.m.a;)1' happen beside the connnon course. On the other hand, among men, 
he who is most discerning can judge a greater number of such things 
by his reason:' this belongs to gAome, which denotes a certain dis
crimination ill judgement. 28. 

PRUDENCE MJD THE GIFl' OF COUNSEL. 

Counsel is fittingly a gift of the Holy Ghost. For the gifts of the 

Holy Ghost are dispositions 'tmereby the: soul is rendered amenable to the- mo

tion of the Holy Ghost. And since it is proper to man to be moved through 

research of reason to perform any particular action, this research of reason 

being called counsel, the Holy Ghost is said to move man by t-m.y of c6unsel. 

Since in this wise the soul is made amenable to motions of the Holy Ghost .. 

-Hence counsel and prudence manifestly correspond to each other. Pru

dence which denotes rectitude of reason, is chiefly perfected and helped 

throt~h being ruled and moved by the Holy Ghost, and this is counsel l s func-

tion. Therefore counsel corresponds to ~rudence as helping and perfecting 

it. 

A lower principle of movement is helped chiefly, and is perfected 
through being moved by a higher principle of movement, as a body being 
moved by a spirit.. NoW' it is evident that the rectitude of. h~'r.ea
son is compared to the Divine Reason, as a lower motive principle to a 
higher:: for the Eternal Reason is the supreme rule of all human recti 
tude. Consequently prudence, which denotes rectitude of reason, is 
chiefly perfected and helped through being ruled alld moved by the Holy 
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Ghost, and this belongs to the gift of counsel. Therefore the gift 
of counsel corresponds to the virtue of prudence, as helping and per
fecting it. 29. 

In this outline of prudence, the importance of this most fundamental 

virtue has not been sufficiently demonstrated directly. Although by seeing 

all that prudence contains or needs for its operation, it would be difficult 

not to see that man must ne-eds have prudence if he is to live well. In vie't-r 

of this fact, that prudence is all ~mportant, I believe there could be no 

more fitting a close than St. Thomas' cogent argument as to the importance 

of prudence for a good life. 

Prudence is a virtue most necessary for human life. For a good 
life consists in good deeds. Now in order to do good deeds, it mat
ters not only i·That. a man does, but also hou he does it; to -Hit that 
he do it from right reason and right choice and not merely from im
pulse or passion. And, since choice is about things in reference to 
the end, rectitude of choice requires two things; namely, the due 
end, and something suitably ordained to that end. NO"t.J'man is suit
ably directed to his due end by a virtue wnich perfects the soul in 
the appetative part, the object of 11hich is the good and the end. 
And to that which is suitably ordained to the due end man needs to 
be rightly disposed by a habit in his reason~ because counsel and 
choice, "lhich are about things ordained to the end, are acts of the 
reason.- Consequently an intellectual virtue is needed in the rea
son, to perfect the reason, and make it suitably affected t01va.rds 
things ordained to the end; and this virtue is prudence. Consequent
ly prudence is a virtue necessary-to lead a good life. 30. 

Deo Gratias 

.....That thy ear may hearken to 'Trn.sd6m: incline thine heart to kn01·r 
prudence. For if thou shalt call for In.sdom. and incli..1'J.e thine heart 
to prudence:; If thou shalt seek her as money, and -shalt dig for her 
as for a treasure: Then shalt thou understand the ~ear of the Lord, 
and shalt find the knovrledge of God..... 

Proverbschapter2 vs. 2-5 
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